Letter of Registration and Return
April 2006
Greetings to the Empire of Adria and the College of Arms,
First and foremost I wish to apologize to the members of Terre Neuve. The
College only works if the ministers who offer their service’s fulfill there
commitments and duties. To hear word of your device’s status, some of you have
waited 5 months for what has taken only 2 months at the most to accomplish. For
those who have had their devices returned in this LoRR, I offer my personal
attention should you require assistance. To Dame Claire, Raven Queen of Arms, I
thank you for your commitment and dedication in resolving this issue.
In Service,
Sir L’Bet’e deAcmd
Imperial Sovereign of Arms
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Registered
Alhambra
Gaeth Fion, Canton of
Device
Azure, a garb and on a chief embattled Or three maltese crosses azure.

Castilles
Toledo, House of
Estate
Per chevron inverted azure and sable, a dexter arm embowed maintaining
a rapier in bend sinister argent.

Domains
Igelesia de los Soldatos
Domain
Argent, four fleur-de-lis bases cojoined in cross azure.

Gloucester
Delia von Burg
Device
Quarterly azure and argent, four crosses recercele counterchanged.
Francis da Soliel Brillant Device
Bendy sinister of eight vert and Or, in chief sinister a bezant.

Terre Neuve
Gunther the Grey
Device
Vert, a lute bendwise Or.
Tuatha de Dannon
Device
Vert, a bend sinister between two wolves heads erased argent upon it a
feather in bend sinister sable.

Gotte Ritter un Schone Frauen
Estate
Per chevron gules and sable, a chevron argent.

Gotte Ritter un Schone Frauen
Estate
Per chevron gules and sable, a chevron argent and in chief a helmet in
profile and woman’s bust respectant.
Campell, House of
Estate
Gyronny Or and sable.
Darkchild, House of
Estate
Per bend sable and vert, a bend argent.
Barca, House of
Estate
Quarterly azure and gules.
Barca, House of
Estate
Quarterly azure and gules, in 1 and 4 a celtic cross Or.
Cavaleri Neri, Barony of Estate
Sable, on a bend sinister argent three helmets gorged in profile
contourne sable.
Cavaleri Neri, Barony of Estate
Sable, a bend sinister argent.
Anne Bryce

Device
Azure, a dragon couchant within a bordure embattled Or.

Mannochmore, Barony of Estate
Per Pale gules and sable, A maltese cross enfiled by two arrows inverted
in saltire and in chief a crescent argent.
Mort Loch, House of
Estate
Azure, three chevronels inverted Or.
Dracon de Oro, House of
Estate
Purpure, a dragon rampant wings displayed Or maintaining a rose gules
And upon a bordure Or eight roses gules in orle.
Navar de McDonnon
Device
Argent, six fleur-de-lis azure 3,2,1 and on a chief azure two sealions
Combatant argent maned Or.

Christine Breckenridge
Device
Argent, a columbine purpure slipped vert within a bordure per
pale purpure and azure.

Juan Ramon

Device
Azure, a sail paly of six gules and argent.

Juan Ramon

Device
Argent, a sheaf of Arrows azure.

References needed
Igelesia de los Soldatos
Domain
Argent, four fleur-de-lis -?- cojoined in cross azure.
Need “Period” reference for this style of presentation with fleurDe-lis
Tuatha de Dannon
Device
Quarterly Or and gules, a quad grenade? Counterchanged.
Need “Period” reference for this style of presentation

Returns
Juan Ramon

Badge
Per bend sinister sable and vert, a oak tree eradicated Or.

Conflict: Sable, an oak tree eradic ated Or [E-House Solstice, ALHA]
Only one CD for changing at least half the tincture of the field.
Dragon Air Chuthach
Estate
Per chevron azure and argent, a pale argent upon it in chief a arrow
inverted sable and in base a dragon rampant overall azure.
Returned for tincture violation: The division of per chevron does not divide the
field in half as a per fess would. The placement of a argent pale on a per
chevron field does not fall within this permission.

Johan von Hohenstaufen

Device

Gules, Two dragons passant respectant maintaining a war hammer
enfiling a crown Or.
Returned: HMRRA VII.B.: Being of the proper rank you may place a crown on
Arms. But in this pratice crowns are considered augmentations and
augmentations are not registered due to the every changing nature of
augmentations and growth of those who earn them.

Christine Breckenridge
Device
Per pale vert and argent, a flower purpure stemmed and leaved vert.
Returned for tincture violation: Though it is aloud to have at least
half of a charge on violating tincture, the charge here and the main
“weight” of the charge is the flower itself and not the stem. About ninety
percent of the flower is on a violating tincture.

Domains
State of Grace
Device
Purpure, a semy of crowns Or.
Violation of HMRRA VII.B. Domains are not considered representatives
Of the Imperial Crown or part of the Estates of the Imperium.Crowns are
Restricted.
Igelesia de los Soldatos
Domain
Argent, a fleur de lis azure
Conflict: [Fieldless] A fleur-de-lis azure. [B-Kingdom of Albion,
ALBI].

One CD for fieldless to field.

Released
Anginette Mesalyn Teresa dela Fouche Alyson, Desert Rose, Device
Per pale azure and sable, on a bend argent and in sinister chief a cup or pierced
bendwise sinister by a sword inverted argent, three roses azure, each charged with
a heart gules. Dec. 1994

